As network latency drops below disk latency, access time to a remote disk will begin to approach local disk access time. The performance of I/O may then be improved by spreading disk pages across several remote disk servers and accessing disk pages in parallel. To research this we have prototyped a data page server called a Page File. This persistent data type provides a set of methods to access disk pages stored on a cluster of remote machines acting as disk servers. The goal is to improve the throughput of database management system or other I/O intensive application by accessing pages from remote disks and incurring disk latency in parallel. This report describes the conceptual foundation and the methods of access for our prototype.
shows the logical components of the prototype. An application can use the prototype by linking to the functions which make up the Page File External Interface (PFEI). Collectively these access methods make up the Page File client. For remote Page Files the client requests services from the Polylith bus which passes messages over a network to the Page File servers located on separate machines. Data and con rmations are passed back through Polylith to the Page File client and then returned to the requesting application. For local Page Files, page requests are ful lled with a simple calls to local page server. When a Page File is opened the page size and the local or remote allocation must be supplied. All subsequent access is made with individual page numbers without referencing the size of the pages or the type of allocation.
A remote Page File is spread across the remote disks using an allocation strategy. We have currently implemented a round robin strategy in which each successive page will be stored on the next server in order. Other potential strategies include an adaptive strategy in which pages are shuttled between servers to minimize disk contention. If a Page File is locally allocated the pages are stored sequentially on the local disk. In any of these cases, pages are returned to the application through a single high level interface which is designed to utilize the potential for parallel I/O of remote pages.
This paper describes the conceptual foundation of the Page File type and the access methods which de ne it. Section 2 is a de nition of the requirements which motivated the creation of the prototype. This includes the future research interest in this prototype. Section 3 contains a detailed description of the access methods which make up the Page File External Interface. This is intended to be a manual for developers interested in utilizing objects of this type.
MOTIVATION AND REQUIREMENTS
This section provides some background into the design and implementation of the prototype. The conceptual design called a The Tower of Pizzas is presented rst. This is followed by a discussion of how the design has been implemented in order to achieve parallelism and scalability. Finally, the current status and future potential of the project is presented.
A Tower of Pizzas
Each remote server is an independent machine which contains all of the components found in the pizza box of one workstation: cpu, disk and operating system. This makes the remote cluster a Tower of Pizzas on which data can be stored and retrieved in parallel Rous92]. Results from experiments using ADMS indicate that local disk latency is 2-3 times greater then the network latency. Therefore, if the disk latency for several di erent pages can be incurred remotely, in parallel, and the pages delivered to the client over the network, the average time required to access each page will be closer to the network latency. If all remote servers read pages simultaneously then the client can receive those pages from the network faster than if each page had been read independently from the local disk. In a database management system which where I/O is the bottle neck a signi cant improvement in throughput may be possible.
This improvement in access time may be assumes that several pages are to be read from the disk on the remote server instead of from the local disk. An additional gain will be achieved if the pages can be cached in the memory of the remote server. Each server is dedicated and so the cluster provides a large memory space used exclusively for disk caching. The access to a single page in a remote memory has the potential to be quicker the access to a page on the local disk.
Two levels of parallelism can be achieved with this design. First, disk pages can be requested by a single client from several servers simultaneously in order to incur disk latency in parallel. A second level of parallelism will be achieved by adding multiple clients to the same remote cluster of servers. When di erent clients request pages from separate servers the requests may be ful lled without any disk contention. Figure 2 illustrates the con guration of multiple clients and servers as a fully connected bipartite graph. The con guration in gure 2 a high potential for scalability of storage and throughput. When servers are added the total storage is increased and the rst level of parallelism is increased. When clients are added more of the servers are kept active and the throughput is increased. As this second level of parallelism is increased greater advantage is taken of the page caching at each server. This scalability is an important advantage of this design.
Finally, using a cluster of disk servers allows the disk load to be balanced across all servers. Since each le is spread across the servers, each server can be equally loaded. This keeps the impact of very large les to a minimum and provides for the scalability of storage.
Page File Implementation
The rst level of parallelism requires a new implementation of I/O. In order to be ful lling multiple page requests simultaneously, reads and writes to a Page File must be done in two steps. The rst step is a non-blocking request, the second a con rm. Several requests can be made to read or write pages activating the majority of the servers. After the rst request is con rmed subsequent con rm operations may be completed incurring only the network overhead.
As an example several reads can be requested and if possible processing can continue. Each request is then con rmed and if the page is available it can be used. This presents some new problems but it is useful if several pages are needed before the application can continue or if a system is prefetching pages based on prior paging behavior. This prefetching can be achieved in a database management system where paging behavior is somewhat predictable. In addition, if some processing is to be performed on each page, it can be done to the rst page that arrives for a single request allowing time for the other pages to arrive.
The servers may also perform some housekeeping in parallel while not lling client requests. Potential activities include ushing pages to disk and prefetching pages into the servers disk cache. These activities can be done by the each server after the write or read request has been ful lled.
In order to achieve the second level of parallelism the number of both clients and servers will be varied leading to a great many possible con gurations. The Polylith software bus will allow us to experiment with these di erent con gurations with little or no modi cation of the application programs. In addition, Polylith allows us to use a variety of architectures to implement the network of distributed systems without any modi cation.
The prototype is modular by design to provide a solid foundation for a wide range of modi cations which will suggest themselves during testing and recon guration. This modularity allows us to isolate the components which are only used during remote processing. This is necessary in order to establish a benchmark of local vs. remote Page File processing. In addition, the Page File Remote Interface provides a high level view of the remote access through the Polylith bus.
Research Potential
This persistent data type will be used to research several aspects of distributed le processing. Various strategies for allocating and bu ering pages at the server as well as at the client will be looked at and optimized for di erent con gurations of clients and servers. The communication network will be optimized and di erent prefetching strategies will be tried in order to utilize the two stage read and write. The development supporting this research will be done in several phases.
The rst phase of implementation distributes pages from a single client to multiple servers in a round robin fashion. This is the foundation of the prototype which will be modi ed to support the other research goals. This phase includes varying the number of servers and the bu ering done at the client. In addition a work load processor has been built which executes a work load from an ADMS session. The Polylith con guration and client bu ering will be optimized and the a benchmark of local vs. remote allocation will be established. This phase has been completed and the preliminary results indicate that for some work loads the remote allocation of pages has higher throughput than the allocation on local disk. Subsequent phases will incorporate page bu ering at the servers, page level locking, and multiple clients running on separate workstations. Bu ering pages at the server is necessary to insure that the request for a remote page can be lled from memory as frequently as possible. Initially the MRU and LRU replacement policies will be tried but the distribution of pages across all servers may change the e ectiveness of these traditional bu ering strategies. Various page allocation strategies will also be tried to reduce disk contention at the servers.
Page level locking is a critical part of the transaction management in a database management system. Page locking in our prototype needs to be done at the server so that it can be seen by multiple client machines. Shared memory processes will be used at the server to support multiple clients while keeping lock information in memory.
Prototyping multiple clients and multiple servers will exploit a second level of parallelism and allow us to experiment with the scalability of the system. Polylith will provide a platform for easy recon guration of the prototype. As more clients are added the bu ering strategies may need to be adjusted and several con gurations will be attempted in order to quantify the scalability.
PAGE FILE EXTERNAL INTERFACE
The methods of access to the Page File can be broken into three groups. The highest level methods initialize and terminate the use of the type as a whole. At the middle level, methods provide services for a single Page File (eg. open, close) . At the lowest level, accessors provide page services which includes reading and writing individual pages.
Type level methods are needed for Polylith as well as any other protocol to establish commu-nications and allocate storage needed to administer the type. These methods are unique to the type and are similar to application initialization or housekeeping functions.
Page File level methods are similar in many respects to the related UNIX le system calls. Most do not return control to the application until the requested function completes successfully or terminates unsuccessfully.
Page level methods provide a new paradigm for accessing data. Data is retrieved one page at a time and the basic operations are not atomic. Pages are retrieved by rst requesting a page number and then subsequently checking if the page has been returned. Pages are written by requesting a write and later checking to see if the write has been con rmed. This provides for a degree of parallelism during page reads and writes. Several disks can be in operation simultaneously as a result of several page read or write requests. These two operations are valid for locally allocated Page Files as well but no parallelism is gained.
The next sections describe the methods at each of the three levels. The function prototype and a brief description is given along with the error conditions and special parameters. The error conditions and the special values for any parameters are de ned in pfExternal.h.
Error processing
Calls to the Page File functions can result in two types of errors. The rst type are common UNIX le system errors. These include \ le not found" or \invalid authorization". The second type are errors within the Page File system including \invalid allocation type" or \invalid le descriptor".
If an error is found all functions will return a negative value which matches matches PF ERROR and the speci c error number is in the variable pfError. This variable is de ned in pfExternal.h and will contain both type of errors. UNIX system errors are positive and match the values speci ed for the particular UNIX system. The Page File errors are negative and match values de ned for errors pfExternal.h.
Type level methods
In order to create Page File objects the type must be initialized. Initialization is required to activate the remote servers and set up communications. The remote servers must also be explicitly shut down and all open processing brought to a close which is done with the terminate type function. This function returns a pointer to a structure which contains the status of an open Page File. This information includes the number of uncon rmed reads and writes.
Page level methods
The page level methods provide a logical departure from the existing le access functions in three ways. First, reading and writing data is done one page at a time. Second, reads and writes are not atomic, they are split into a request and a con rmation. Finally, the read and write request calls do not block and the con rm blocks only if Polylith is run with the direct connect option.
In order to retrieve a data page, memory must be allocated for the page and a request for that page made. When the page is needed the pfConfirmRead function is called and the status of the page retrieval is returned. The page has either been written to the memory location provided or the request is still being serviced. This separation allows multiple pages to be requested and retrieved in parallel while the application is processing those pages which have been returned.
Writing a page is similar. The write is requested and is non-blocking. Processing can continue until the con rmation of the page actually being written is required. At this time the pfConfirmWrite can be called until it returns a successful result. These routines are valid for local or remotely allocated Page Files. If the pages are allocated locally only one call will be needed to the con rm functions. This will always return successfully and the page will be written to or read from disk. Return the status of a page request. RqsId must be a open read request. If the page has been copied into the memory location this function returns a positive value equal to PF SUCCESS, read request is complete and the request id will be reused. If the page has not yet been received a positive value matching PF WAITING will be returned. If an error occurs a negative value is returned matching PF ERROR will be returned and the value of pfError will match one of the following:
PF BADREQUEST The request id in invalid.
PF RQSCANCEL
The read request has been canceled. PF NOTREADRQS The request id is not a read request. Cancel a request to read a page. If several pages were requested and they are no longer needed this function will free the request and allow the memory allocated for the page to be reused. If the request is successfully canceled a positive value equal to PF SUCCESS is returned and the request id may be reused. If an error occurs a negative value is returned matching PF ERROR is returned and pfError will match one of the following:
The read request has been canceled. PF NOTREADRQS The request id is not a read request. Request a page be written to disk. The data to be written is located in the memory location pointed to by BuffPtr and extends for a length of the page. The page id PageId must be greater or equal to 1 and less than or equal to the last page plus 1. This page write request cannot be canceled. If this function completes successfully a positive request id is returned which can be used to check on the status of the write request. If an error occurs a negative value is returned matching PF ERROR and one of the following negative error code can be found in pfError.
PF MAXREQUEST The maximum number of requests have been made.
PF BADFILE
The Page File id is invalid.
PF BADPAGE
The page number is invalid.
PF BUFFERERR
Error occurred during remote bu er allocation.
3.4.5 Con rm Write (int RtnVal) pfConfirmWrite (int RqsId) Return the status of a page write request. RqsId must be a open write request. If the page has been written this function returns a positive value equal to PF SUCCESS, the write request is complete and the request id will be reused. If the page has not yet been written a positive value matching PF WAITING will be returned. If an error occurs a negative value is returned matching PF ERROR will be returned and the value of pfError will match one of the following:
PF BADREQUEST
The request id in invalid.
PF RQSCANCEL
The read request has been canceled. PF NOTWRITERQS The request id is not a write request. It is possible for a time out error to occur after the page has been successfully written by the server but before the con rmation is sent to the Page File client and therefore returned to the application. Therefore the application should not assume that page has or has not been written if a time out occurs.
